AUDIO VISUAL

- AV Support for Virtual Meetings: $100/hr
- On-Campus equipment rental: $60/day
- On-Campus equipment setup or delivery: $100/hr
- Off Campus setup and operation: $100/hr
- Events after hours & weekends: $125/hr
- Rush fee (5 days or less notice): $125/hr

*One hour minimum for both On and Off Campus*

VIDEOGRAPHY

- In studio or on location: $200/hr
- Events after hours & weekends: $225/hr
- Rush fee (5 days or less notice): $225/hr

*Charge for projects requested less than 48 hours prior to event.*

- Video editing: $200/hr

*All audio visual and videography requests include drive time, setup and breakdown.*

PHOTOGRAPHY

- Individual portrait: $70
- Photo service charge: $95/hr
- Photo service charge after hours & weekends: $110/hr
- Photo edits (per 15 minutes): $20
- Rush Fee (24 hours or less notice): $110/hr

OFF-SITE PORTRAITS

*(5 or more people required)*

- Photo Service: $95/hr
- Photo edits (per 15 minutes): $20

*Finished photography require 2 weeks to complete. Additional charges apply for projects needed sooner and for requests less than 48 hours in advance.*

*All photography requests include drive time, setup and breakdown.*

South Piedmont AHEC
Medical Media Services and Prices